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Information provided to H.E. Cardinal Mamberti and the Vatican Chancery Court regarding our 
Claim March 6 2005, January 19 2023 in seq: 

We often receive screeds from one of the Deeply Indoctrinated in the military, all upset because
he believes that there is just one flag, and that being the wartime flag. 

The truth is that every country on Earth has both a war flag and a peace flag, and we are 
supposed to fly them depending on whether our country is at war or at peace.  

We are in the curious situation in which the country is at peace, but our Federal Municipal 
Corporation Subcontractors are at war.  

The reason that most of us are only familiar with war flags is that war is very profitable, and 
the Municipal and Territorial Corporations that have been masquerading as our government, 
instead of admitting that they are only foreign subcontractors of our government,  have 
maintained a constant state of perpetual war in the midst of peace for their own financial self-
interest and coercive power. 

The Title IV war flag that everyone associates with America is actually on loan to the British 
Territorial United States Government for its use when exercising our delegated powers. 

That's why a precise description of the Title IV flag is necessary and why it has only a limited 
and certain proportion as specified in Federal Title IV.  

So the Title IV war flag is our flag, but it is being used by a Subcontractor, and that 
Subcontractor has abused its use for many years.  

For example, why was the Title IV flag flown by them during the recent attack of Libya?  What
did any of that have to do with "defending" our country?  

Nothing.  It had to do with stopping Libya from adopting and promoting the use of a gold-
standard currency in Africa and had nothing to do with defending us or with any powers we 
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ever delegated to them, but, they use our war flag when they do dirty work for themselves and 
for their own commercial interests for three reasons: 

(1) Our soldiers and sailors would notice the absence of our flag and question what they were 
doing; 
(2) To make sure that we, not they, get blamed for it and suffer any consequences of what they 
are doing; 
(3) To enable them to charge the expense of all these mercenary conflicts to us and against our 
credit. 

The system of using two flags, one for war and one for peace, reflects the fact that we are 
surrounded at all times by two distinctly different systems of government.  Observe:

1. One for war, one for peace. 
2. One that is public, one that is private. 
3. One that is Federal and one that is Territorial.
4. One that is undelegated and one that is delegated.
5. One that makes Affirmations and one that takes Oaths. 
6. One that is completely American and one that is British affiliated.
7. One that is civilian and one that is military and military affiliated.

Above and beyond the Federal Government that everyone assumes is the Big Cheese, we have 
our own precious American Government, which is bound to fifty (50) equally precious 
sovereign States of the Union --- and that is the actual government of this country.

Unfortunately, we have been hoodwinked by the Grandstanders, and while we always think of 
our States and our Union of States when we think of our Government, this actual Government 
has been largely vacated and not in General Session for 160 years. 

We've allowed our federal Subcontractors to pretty much run things and when they did things 
that were evil, things that weren't in line with their contracts, we glanced over it, didn't strongly
object, didn't summon our State Assemblies into Session.... so they, the Federales, thought we 
agreed with them and accepted what they were doing. 

After so many years of silence and inaction on our parts, they thought our Government was 
dead, inexplicably absent, in interregnum.  

When we finally had enough and brought our States back into Session, everyone in Europe was
amazed.  

The bankers who were poised to take everything as "presumed collateral"  and "secured 
chattel" backing the debts of the Municipal Subcontractors, were not pleased.  



And we are flying the American Peace Flag instead of the War Flag, because as it turns out, 
The American Civil War wasn't a war.  It was a Mercenary Conflict that our American 
Government was never part of. 

We have been officially at peace since 1814 and we are at peace now and we mean to stay at 
peace if possible. 

We also intend to put the clamps on the other Principals responsible for the misbehavior and 
constant overreach of what are, in the end, just foreign commercial corporations inhabiting the 
District of Columbia while here providing stipulated government services. 

If you look around and think, you will see the two aspects of government reflected in 
everything and in your own thinking about government, too. 

You will realize why British Territorial Officials and Officers are required to take Oaths of 
Office and cannot occupy any public office without accepting the duties and responsibilities of 
that office, whereas those of us who occupy American Government Offices accept the duties 
with a Public Affirmation instead.  

It's because there are two faces of the government present at all times. 

A righteous people cannot take "oaths" and do not "swear" at any time, but those engaged in the
service of a commercial corporation must, and if they serve in the merchant marines of the 
British Monarch, they must also pledge allegiance to them or, as in this case, "to the flag" that 
the British Monarch happens to be flying. 

Unfortunately, the British Monarch has been flying our borrowed war flag all over the world, 
and using our men and women as cheap mercenaries to promote British wealth and power, not 
American.  

We have been left with the sacrifices and the pain and the cost, while those Sly Dogs have been
making off with the profits and leaving us with the blame.  

So that's another reason we fly the American Peace Flag --- because the American Government 
is at peace and because we are not responsible for all the acts of aggression and self-interest 
and destruction that "the US" has engaged in, in our names. 

It's only the British-affiliated government Subcontractors operating irresponsibly and in Breach
of Trust and Service Contract that are flying our borrowed war flag and using it inappropriately
while engaged in their own mercenary activities and war profiteering.  

Not us. 

We wish for everyone to appreciate and know these facts, so that we can sort things out, and so 
that when our sons and daughters sign up for military service they will know what they are 



getting into and charge for their services accordingly and not be beguiled by any Yankee 
Doodle Dandy ideas of patriotism and national defense and so on.  

We wish for our war flag to be flown only when we, our country, is actually at war, and we 
wish for our Subcontractors to stop using it for any other purpose. 

We wish for everyone to know that when we speak of "national defense" we are talking about 
our own national defense and speaking in terms of our mutual powers of defense for all fifty 
(50) States of the Union, and we are not talking about the defense of any other nation or 
country or the "defense" of any commercial interest or possession elsewhere in the world.  

We never signed on to Manifest Destiny and all the aggressive claptrap of the Monroe 
Doctrine, which is again, something promoted by British and Industrialist interests that have 
not honored their obligations to the Constitutions, and that have instead commandeered our 
people and our resources to serve their own commercial self-interest at our cost. 

We wish for an end to this abuse of our flag, our people, our country, and our venerable service 
contracts for war profiteering and other venal and undisclosed purposes and interests; we see 
no reason to pussy-foot around and consider this anything but a very Public Matter directly 
impacting our country and our reputation in the rest of the world.  

If you look, you can easily observe these facts and conditions for yourselves, and can determine
the source of the problem: British and Continental Commercial Interests colluding with similar 
American Industrialist Interests, seeking to use and abuse the powers of government to benefit 
themselves at Public Cost. 
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